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On m-adic Higher Differentials in Commutative Rings 

Atsushi ARAKI 

Abstract. In [1]， it was shown that quotient ring R of affine k-algebra with respect to 

a separable prime ideal is regular if and only if D'Jy(R， k) is fre巴 R-algebrafor N手N.In
ノへ

this paper， we shall define the algebra DN(R，P) of m 旦dicP-differential of rank N in R. 

When R is a local ring of equal characteristic， we have the following result under some 
'̂' 

assumptions: DN (R，k) is m-adic free algebra if and only if R is regular. 

In this paper， al1 m-adic ring R are assumed to satisfy the conditions n m"=O unless 
ァミ1

otherwise stated. 

S 1. Generalities. 

In the present paper，昌IIrings will be assumed to be commutative and have identities. 

Let R be a ring and let m be an ideal of R. A ring R wi1l be called an m-adic ring if R 

is topologized by taking m"ケ=1，2，・ー)as a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero. 

Let R be an m一品dicring. 

An R rnodule E will b巴 calledan m-adic R-rnodule if E is endowed with the topology 

in which m"Eくr=1，2，・・・)forrn a fundarnetal systern of neighborhoods. An m-adic R-rnodule 

is not necessarily a Hausdorff space. An m-adic R-module E is a Hausdorff if呂ndonly if 

n m"E=O. 
7二三O

Th巴 followinglernrna are well known. 

LEMMA 1.1. Let (R， m) be a Zariski ring and let E be a linite R-mcdule・ThenE is a 

Hausdorfl m-adic R-module and aηy submodule F 01 E is a c[oged set. Moreover the 

m-adic toρology 01 F coinci・deswith the induced m-adic topotogy 01 E. (Cartan， H. and 

chevally， C. : Geornetri己 algebrique，Serninaire d色 E.N.S.，8"annee， 195511956. Th. 1 of 

Expose 18) 

Let N be a set {1，2， "'， n} or the set N of natural nurnbers and let No be NU {O}. 

Let P be a ring and let R be a P-algebra. 

DEFINITION 1.2. A farnily d= {dうiENo of P-linear rnapping frorn R into呂n R-algebra 

A is called a P-derivatioη 01 rank N from R into A if the iollowing conditions are 

satisfied: 

(i) do (X) =x'lA for every xER， where lA is the identity elernent of A. 

(u) di (xy) = 2J dSxdi-Sy for every x， yER and all iEN. 
0三玉s三玉i

DEFINITION 1.3. A P-derivation {dつiE No of rank N frorn R into A is called universal if 
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the following universal mapping property is satisfied: For any R-algebra E and any P 

derivation {Oi}i"， No of rank 1'1 from R into E， there exists a unique R-algebra homomorhism 

'P: A-e>E such that for all iENo，伊.di=Oi.

It is known that for any ring P and any P-alg邑braR， there exists a universal P-

derivation of rank 1'1 from R into A and it is unique up to an R-algebra isomorphism. 

Henceforce， we shall denote by DN(R，P) the R-algebra A for such an univ巴rsalP 

derivation of rank 1'1 from R into A. The associated universal P-derivation of rank 1'1 from 

R into D N (R， P) will be denoted by dN = {d与p}任 No.

Let A=のA乱 bea grad巴dring園

を D

DEFINITION 1.4圃 A P-derivation dN= {d~ p} i ENo of rank 1'1 from R into A is called universal-

finitc if the following conditions are satisfied : 

(1) d ~ p (R) C Ai for all iEl'Iル

(2) For all iENo， Ai is a finitely generat巴dR-module by virture of d~ p 

(3) As an R-algebra， A is generated by {d]ipx I iENo・zεR}

(4) Let B= 8j Bi be a graded ring and let 0 = {品P}iENObe a P-derivation of rank 
i~o 

1'1 from R into B such that 15 ~ p(R) C Bi. Let Bi be finitely gen巴rated R-module for a11 

iENo by virture of誌，p.Then there exists a ring homomorphism 'P from A into B which 

satisfies 'P.d1p=o;，p for all iENo・

By (3)， th巴 ringhomomorphism in (4) is uniquely determined. When there exists a 

universal-finite P-derivation of rank 1'1 from R into A， A is uniquely determined up to an 

R-isomorphism by (3) and (4). Then we shall call A an algebra of finite P-differential of 

rank 1'1 in R and we shall denote it by D'ir (R， P) . The associated universal圃 finite P 

derivation of rank 1'1 from R into D;(R ，P) will be denoted by dN= { d~ p}任J.Yo.. 

Since d~ p (ml') cml，パDN(R，P) for all k三三i，all d~ p are continuous in m-adic topology. 

When in Definition 1.2 R is an m-adic ring and A is an m-adic R-a}gebra， a P-derivation 

of rank N from R into A will bedemtEd by {24p)正 N

DEFINITION 1.5. Let R be an m-adic ring. An m-adic R-algebra A is called an algebra of 

m-adic P-differenlials of rank 1'1 in R if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(1)むp(R)cA包 fora11 iENo. 
.̂ 

(2) As an R-algebra， A is g巴neratedby {d~px I iEN， xER} 

(3) A is Hausdorff m-adic R-algebta. 

^ ^ 
(4) Let B= 8j Bi be an any Hausdorff m-adic R-algebra and let 15= {品，P}托Nobe a 

i~o 
^ P-derivation of rank 1'1 from R into B such that 'o'k p(R) CBi. Then there exists an R-

^ /九/ヘ

algebra homomorphism 'P from A into B which satisfies 'P. d1，p = i5~，P for a11 iENo 

Clearly the R-algebra homomorphism in (4) is uniquely determined and A is uniquely 

^ determined up to an R-isomorphism. Then we shall denote A by jjN(R， P) and associated 
/'... /'... _/":--，; 

universal P-derivation of r丘nkN from R into b~(R， P) will be denoted by dN = {d~，p}iE No・
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PROPOSITION 1.6. Let R be a P algebra and let m be atl ideal 01 R. Assume that R is 
/ヘ

an m-adic ring. Then DN(R， P) is given by 
ノ¥

DN(R，P)= DN(R，P) / n m'Dl¥{R，P) 
ァミo

PROOF. We shall show that DN(R，p)/n m'DN(R，P) satisfies the four properties in 
アと三O

Definition 1.5. Let p be a natural homomorphism 

p: DN(R，P)一→DN(R，P)/n m'DNCR，P) 
〈ー ー ァミo /，-， 

and let us put (5 lip x=p Cdli，p x) for all iENo・ Then{ (5 ;，P}i ENo is a P-derivation of rank 

N from R into R-algebra DN(R，P) / n m'DN CR，P). Thus properties (1) (2) and (3) are 
7ミ三o

easily satisfied. Since D N (R， P) / n m' D N (R， P) is a Hausdorff m-adic R-algebra， there 
ァミo

exists an R-algebra homomorphism 
/'- ノヘ
g: DN(R，P)/ n m'DNCR，P)ー→ DNCR，P)

-̂-_. -̂"_. r~o ^ 
such that dli_p=g (5与'pfor all iENo. Hence by the universal mapping property， g is an R-

algebra isomorphism and property is satisfied. 

COROLLARY 1. 11 DNCR，P) is a Hausdorll m-adic R-algebra，ωe have 

/'-

DNCR，P)=DN(R，P) 

COROLLARY 2. 11 R is a lield， we have 
/'-

DN(R，P)=DNCR，P) 
/'- /'-

CROPOSITION 1.7. DN(R，P) is a direct sum 01 {DN(R，P)i}iと。;
ノヘ ノヘ
DNCR，P)= ED DN(R，P)i 

/'- iミ三o /'-
whereDN(R，P)i is the m-adic R-submodule 01 DNCR，P) generated by the elements 

/' -μ/'-， 

d点;'xl...d 主~ x， such that Xl，…，X，七Rand kl+…+k，=i lor i孟o.
/'- /'- /'-

PROOF. Let D= ED ÌJ~CR ， P)í. Then D is easily seen to have a structure of graded R 
tミミo /".i /'... 

algebra. Further， the P-derivation {d R p }iEl¥"O of rank N defines a P-der対ation{的iENoof 
/'-

rank N from R into D by th巴 rule

もX =従px for any xER and all iENo. 
^ /'..._，. /'... 0 

Since DN(R，P) is generated by d~ ，px's (xξR，iEN日)over R， D is generated by (5ix's 
/'- /'-

(xER，iENo) over R. Since DN(R，P)i is a Hausdorff m-adic R-submodule of DN(R，P) we 

have 
/'-ノ¥n m' ( ED DN(R，P)i) = ED cn m'DN(R，P)i) = 0 

/'-γ o I~O I~O γ~O 

Therefore D is a Hausdorff m-adic R-algebra. Clearly there exists an R-algebra homomor-
〆~ ^ ^ ^ ̂  /'..._. 

phism 1 : D-→DN(R，P) such that 1 (5i=d;，p for all iENo・ Thus by the universal 
ノ、、^、.〆、、

mapping property of DN(R，P) and {d~ ，P}iEN， f must be an R-aIgebra isomorphism. 

PROPOSITION 1.8. Let R be a noetherian ring and let m be an ideal 01 R. 11 there 

exists an algebra D'Jy(R，P) ollinite P-dillerential 01 rank N in R，ωe assume that one 

01 the lollowing conditions is satislied: 

(1) (R ， m) is a Zariski riηg. 
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(2) Any element a such that a-l E m is not zero divisor of l)'Jv(R ，P)i for all iEN固

Then we have 
/ヘ
Dよ(R，P)=D長(R，P)

/'、

wh邑γeD;古 CR，P) is algl巴!braof fi札item-adic P-diffeγ邑γztialofγαnk N i札 R.

PROOF. (1) follo甲氾 frorn Lernma 1.1 and the assumption. 

(2) is a consequence of the Theo閃 rnof Artin← Rees. 

/'. /'. 

Now for an ideal m of R， we shall define an ideal IN(m) oI DNCR，P) with the following 
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/'. /'. 

IN(m)τ=  the subrnodulεof DN(R，P)も gen己1討 edby all elemεnts of the form 
/'. /'. 

w/cdi-k m such that mEm刈 lcEDN(R，P)kand k=l，"，i for i>o・
/'. /'. / '.〆ヘ/'.

Then IN(m) = ED Lv (m)包 isa ideal of DN(R ，P) which contained in dN(m)， and IN(m)i= 
/'. iとo
d N(m)i for iEEN 

Hence we can obtain anεxact sequenc巴 for悶 chiEl<ずinthe same way as 1.5 in [1] 
/'. /'. /'. 

m/m2ー→DN(R，P)i/ん (m)i-→DN(R/m，P)i-→。
/'. 

If there exists呂nalgebra D'Jv (R， P) of finite P-differ己ntial of rank N in R， we obtain 
/'. /'. 

the corr邑spondentsequence with D'N and 1; 

Suppose now that R is a local ring and m is a rnaxirnal ideal which is finIi己lygenerated. 
/'. 

Let (Ul.... ，Ut) be a minimal set of generators of m. Let DN(R/m，P) be g釘 lerat己dby 
(〈〈〈〈

d~/m ，壬Zl，"'， d主'1m，p2s I iEN} (2j=Zj+m). Then DNCR，P) is g邑neratedby {d~ ，p Ul;"， 
_̂. ^ ^ 
d;，p Ut， dそR，pZl，・ ，d~ ， pZs I iEN} 

Let R b邑 anm-adic P-algebra with a ring homomorphism f : P-→R and let S be an 

n-adic R-alg邑brawith a ring homornorphism g: R-→S， Then S is naturally a P-algebra 

with the ring homomorphism h=g.f: P一一￥S. lVIoreov記rwe assume that 

(1) gCm) C n . 
/'. /'. 

By definition， DN(S，P) is a Hausdorff l1-adic S-algebra園 At出 esame time DN(S，P) is an R 
/'. ~、/'.

algebra and wεcan introduce in IJN(S，P) an m-adic topology. Since mrDN(S，P) =g(m)γDN 
/ヘ

C S， P)， D N( S， P) is also a Hausdorff m-adic R-algebra under the condition (1). Let 1.1S now 
/'，. /'-.. /'.. /'.... 

define a family {Oi}i ENo of mappings from R into IJNCS，P) by OiX = ddp x for all iENo and 
/'. 

xER. This is clearly旦 P-derivationof rank N from R into DN CS，P)， h日ロce ther官 官玄ists
0- / ' . ヘ ノヘ、 /'. 

呂nR-homomorphism α: DNCR，P)一→DN(S，P)such that OiX= d;px =αd]i pX for xER. 

From this we can define an S-homomorphism 

^ /'. 〆P;R，S:S@RDN(R，P)i-→DN(S，P)i 
/'. . ノヘ、-

by the rule Ip' P; R，S(2JSj @ d]i，pめ)= 2JSj d~ p Xj for SjES， XjER and all iENo. 

Moreov邑rwe can define an S-homomophisrn 
/'. ^ 

(2) 1pP;R，S: S③R DN(R，P)-→DN(S，P). 
/'. 

Since DN(S， P) is a Hausdorff l1-adic S-algebra， we can define the homomorphisrn 
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/'...../"--.  /'... /'.... 

'PP:R，S: Sfi9R DN(R，P)/円が(Sfi9RDN(R， P))ーーテDN(S，P).
，A， ，A， アミo ，A， 

Denoting by Np:R，S and DR，s the kernel and cok邑rnelof 'PP:R，S， we hav邑 the following 

exact sequence 
，A， ，A， ノヘ ，A， ，A， 

(3) 0-→Np:R，s一→Sfi9RDN(R， P) /n n'(Sfi9RD N(R， P))一→DN(S，P)一→DR，s-→。
，A， rとo ，A， 

Let us denoiεby SDN(R)i th邑 submodulεof DN(R，P)色 generated over S by the 
，A，ノ" ，A， 

elements d ~.P X for xER and let us set SDN(R) =EB SDN(R)ト

i主主o
Then we have the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 1.9雷 Notationsbeing above，αssume that g(m)亡n.Then we have 
^ ，A， ^ 
DN(S， R)~DR ， S/ nn'DR，s 

^ヘ^ ^ 
DN (S ， R)~DN(S ， p)/n (れ'DN(S，P)+SDN(R))。

ァミ三o
PROOF固 Theassertion can b邑 prov色din a similar way as in the proof of Prop. 5 in [2]. 

COROLLARY L Let(S，n) is a Zariski ring. If there exists an algebra of finite P-

differential of rankぷTin R then we have 
ノヘ ^ ^ 
D，~ (S，R) =D'N(S，P)/SDeu(R). 

PROOF. As is easily seen， w邑 hav邑

/九/'... /"-... /'.. /'... /'.." 

D; (5，P) /ー寸 (n'D長(S，P)+SD;(R)) = _Bj{D; (S，P)i / n(n' DJrくS，P)i+SD'N(R)i)}。

r~三o ，A， z三o r三三o ^ ^ 
Sinc邑 D長(S，P) is a finite modul邑 and SDN(R)i is a submodule of DU(S，P)i， SDJr (R)i 

is a clos邑dset by Lemma 1.1. Henc邑 wehave 
/ヘ ^ ノヘ

D'N (S，R)= EB { D;~ (S，P)i/SD; (R)'l) 
1三三o

^ ^ 
= D; (S，P)/SD; (R) 

COROLLARY 2. Notations and assumρtions being倒的 Propa11.iyBN(RpP〕=o，then 
ノヘ ，A， 

Du(S，P) = DN(S，R)回

PROOF. We can obtain this proof in a similar way呂sCor. 2 of Prnp. 5 in [2]. 

Let s* b邑 thecompletion of S with respect to the n-adic t却 o!ogy and let us denoie 

n* the ext色ndedideal nS*. Then it is well known that the topology of s* as the limit 

spac邑 ofS coincides with the n*-adic topology and s* is a Hausdorffがミ-adicring. Under the 

condition (1)， we can uniquely邑xtendthe homomorphism g to昌 ringhomomorphism g* of 

R* into S*. 

PROPOSITION 1.10. With notations as above， it holds the following equality 
^ 
DN(S*， S)=o. 

/ヘ
PROOF. Let { Oi}任 Nob邑 anR-d邑rivationof rank N from S into a Hausdorffれ*--adicS*ー

/へ、
alg巴braE. Then {o i}iEUO can be uniquely extend日dto an R同 derivationof rank N from s* 

^ ，A， 

into E and w邑 shall denot百 this extention by the same letter {占つiEUO.Since oi(n>i'k)cn机 iE 

^ ，A， 。̂for k孟i，Oi is continuous. From this w邑 haveDu(S~う S) =0 oth邑rwise{d肘，S}iEUo wiIl give 

^ 
a non-trivial S-derivation of rank N from s* into a Hausdorff n*-adic Sネ-algebraD u( S'ヘS).
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PROPOSITION L 1 L Let S be an R-algebra satisfying th占condition(1) and assume that 

(S，n) is a Zariski ring. If there exists an algebra D~ (S，R) of finite R-differential of 

rank N in S， then ωe have 

/"--. /"-.._ /"-.. 

D~v (S*， R*)=D~ (S*， R)= S*(g) sD~ (S，R) =S*(g)sD~ (S，R). 

'̂' 
PROOF. Since， by our assumption， (Sネ，n*)is a Zariski ring， DよくS*，R*) = Dよ(S*，R*) 

by viriue of Prop. 1.8. By 2.2 in [1]， Cor. 2 of Prop. 1. 9 ョndProp. 1.10， wεhav芭

'̂' '̂' ノヘn!r (S*， R*) =D!r (S*，R) = s* (g) sD!r (S，R)=S* (g) sDら(S，R).

COROLLARY. Let S and R be local rings such that 1宣伝 containedin S. Then if there 

exists an algebra D!r (S，R) of finite R-differential of rank N in S， we have 
/"-.. /'..._ ^ 
D; (S*， R*) =D; (S*， R) =S*②sD~(S ， R) =S*(g) SD~T(S ， R). 

~ 2. Charactenzations of regular local rings. (色qualcharacteristic case) 

LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a local ring and let m be its maximal ideal generated by a 

minimal set (UI，…，Ut) of generators. Let Sニ R[X1， …，XsJ be a poかnomial ring in 

indeterminates XI，"・，Xsover R and let us set a=m S十 CXI，・・・，Xs). Then ωe have the 

following equality 

dim nlm臼/a2=t十s.

(3.1 in [1]) 

LEMMA 2固2.Let R be a ring a幻dletS=R[Xl，"'，XsJ be alうolynomial ring in 

indeterminates XI，…，Xs over R. Let ZI，・・ .，Zs be elcments of S such that S=R [ZI，・ ，ZsJ . 

Then ZI，"'， Zs are algebraic indejりendentover R 

(3.2 in [1]) 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R be a local riηg (but not necessariか ηoetherianring) and let 

m be its maximal ideal. Let P be a sub何 ngof R and let k be the quotient field of P/m円P

and let us set n=(mnp)R園 Assumethat the residue field of R is a seρarable extension of 

k. Then， for each iιlV， ωe h尽Jea exact sequence 
r1.~ /"-.. /"-.. /"-.. 

oーうm/(n+m2)ニぅDNCR，P)包/l(m)i一一?>-DN(R/m，k)i-→。
where di is induced by universal derivation of rank N in R固 Ifthere exists an algebra 

D!r(R，P) of finite P-differential of rank N in R and if m/m2 and D';CR/m，k)色 arefinitely 
/'.. /'-. /'.. /'.. 

generated for all iEN， DN and 1 N caη be reρlaced by DJ~ and I'!v in the sequence. 

PROOF. The assertion can be proved in a similar w呂yas 3園3in [lJ. Therefore we omit 

the proof. 

COROLLARY. Let R be a local ring and let m be its maximal ideal. Let P be the ring 

contained in R which is eithcr' a field or else a discrete valuation ring such that theρrime 

element u of P is contained in m2 • Assume that the residue field of R is a separable 

extension oj the residue field k of P. Then， for each i E N， we have a exact sequence 
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/'.-ノ¥ノ、

0-→m/m2一一~DN(R ， P)i/ 1 N(m)i一→DN(R/m，k)i一一うo.

PROOF. When P is a field， the assertion is obvious. Hence we assume that P is a 

discrete valuation ring. Let us set S=R/m2. From the assumption that uEm2， k=P/uP is 

considered as a subfield of S. Since S is the local ring with the maximal ideal n=m/m2， the 

residue field of S is a separable extension of k and (nn k)S=o， for each iEN we get the 

following exact sequence 
/'.- /'.-ノ¥

o 一一知/ポーー~DN(S， k)d1N(n)i-→DN(S/n ， k)i一一~ o. 

By definition we have S/n=R/m and n=n/n2. Hence it is sufficient to prove that 

~ /'.... ^ /ヘ
DN(S，k)i/ 1 N(n)i二三DN(R，P)i/1N(m)i

But this is obvious. 

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let R be a local ring and let m be its maximal ideal generαted by a 

minimal set (Ul，"，Ut) 01 generators. Let P be a subring 01 R and let N= {1，2，…，n}. Let 
ノ¥ 〆ヘー

Zl，…， z. be elementsげ Rsuch that DN(R/m，P)合 generatedby {dRImp Zl，… ;d:/mp~s I iEN} 

where zj=zj+m and let us set 

Then ωe have 

ノヘ、

a=m E8 ffi D; (R，P)i 
i主主1

(1) dim R 1m a/a2 重量 t+n(t+s)

11 the equality holds， then the sequence 
ノヘ /'.-

o ~m/m2-→D; (R，P)i /1 N(m)iー→ D;(R/m，P)i一→ o

is exact lor each i E N. 
/'.-

Co加lersely，il this sequence is exact lor each iEN andぴD;(R/m，P) is aρolynomial 
〆ヘー /'.-" 

ring over R/m仇 thetndeterminates{dR/m，FA---，dE7m，p EsltEN}，then the equdiか holds

in (1). 

PROOF. We can obtain this proof in a similar way as 3.4 in [1]. Tlierefore we omit the 

proof. 

THEOREM 2.5. Let R be a local ring 01 equal characteristic with maximal ideal m. Let 

k be a fi・'eldco惚tainedin R such that R/m is a linitely generated se_ρarable extension 01 
ノ， /'.-

dimension r over k. Assume that D N (R， k) is linite algebra and NキN.Then DN(R，k) is 

m-adic Iree algebra il and only il R is regular. 

PROOF. Let K=R/m and N= {1，2，…，n}. Let al，…，αr be elements of R such that their 

residue classes ih，…， 'ar modulo m are separating transcendent base of K Over k and let 

^ _"" (Ul，…，uナ)be a minimal set of generators of m. Then DN(K，k) is generated by {dIl，/r，7i1…， 

2LiETltEN}.Since k is separable over h，we have th foilMng emct sequence for each 

iEN. 
/'.- /'.- /'.-

0 一一洲/m2-→ DN(R ， k)i/1N (m)i一→ DN(K， k)i 一一~o

by Cor. of Prop. 2.3. 
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-̂  
Now let us set a=mEjj ED DN(R，k)i. Then by Prop. 2.4 it holds th邑 equality

1三三1
dimK 口/♂ = t十nくt+r).

-̂  
Since DN(R， k) is finitely generated by the呂ssumption，we may view it as a polynomial ring 

over R in indeterminates Y1， ••• ，Ys. Therefore it is no loss of generality to assume that 

elements Y1， "'， YS are contained in a. Then we have 
/'-_ 

a=m DN(R，k)+ (Y1，・"， YS) 

and from Lemma 2. 1 

dim IC 口/日2= t + s. 
/'-_ 

Thus we obtain s=n(t+r). By Lemma 2.2， DN(R，k) is a polynomial ring over R in 
_̂-" /'.... /'.... ^ 

indeterminates {dふα1，...，dR'l， 1cCt:r9d;'，7cU19・..， d~ ， k 仇 I iEN}. Next we shall show that Ul，'''， 

Ut is a regular system of parameters of R， Let F(X1，"'， Xt) be a homogeneous polynomial of 
/'-_ 

R[X] 'ivith degre巴 isuch that F(Ul，'・)的)ζmi+1. In DN(R，k)， it holds that， for suffici叩 tly

l呂rgε N such that iEN， 

/"..... ^ -ヘ/'-_
dl，k F(UI，'" ，Ut)=FIくd'R"kUj> '''， di_kUt)+G with GEmDN(R，k) 

/'-_.ヘ
Since dltk(mi+1)cmDN(R，k)， w号 have

/'-_ /'-_ /'-_ 

F(d長kUl，'''， d主化Ut)Em DN(R，k). 
^ -̂. 

Hence all coefficienls of F must be contained in m because d主kU1，・園・，dtkUt are contained 
-̂  

in DN(R，k) 

Conversely， let R* be the completion of R and let us denote by m* the extend邑d ideal 

mR*且 Then K=R*/m* and R*=K[[Ul，・・.， Ut]]. Hence we se邑 that， by the same way as in the 
^ -̂  

proof of Prop. 7 and Cor. 3 of Prop. 9 in [3]， DN(R*，K) and DN(K， k) can be expressed as 

polynomial rings over R* in n.t ind巴terminates呂ndover K inη'r indetermin抗告srespectively. 

Moreover we have the following exact sequence for each iEN 
/'-_ -̂  -̂  

げ /m判ーぅ DN(Rへめ包/IN(mり包一→ DN(R*/m*，め包一→ o

^ /'..... /'...._. /'.... ー̂By t白hiおsfね呂ct，we see t出ha抗tDN(R~ヰl~ ;Jk的)is g肝εn配er日at旬εdby {何dlt"fk

^ ^ I iEN}. Thus by Lemma 2.2， DN(R*，k) is free R*-algebra. By Prop. 1.11， DNCR*，k)i= 
/ヘ

R*@ DN(R，k)i for a11 iEN. Thεrefore above isomorphism is given by corr邑sponding
^ ノヘ、 /".， _. /".. .. 

d~~k αj ， dおおUl，to 1 @ d~ kαj， 1 @ d~I， UI (j=1，'"ふ l=1，ーへの respectively. 

Th邑 assertionfollows from this. 
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